


Bauer Palazzo
In the Heart of Venice

Discover

Located in the heart of the city, a short 
distance from its main attractions and designer 

shops, Bauer Palazzo is the only hotel with 
two different styles and souls. The wing 

overlooking the Baroque church of Campo San 
Moisè with its art-deco inspired interiors has a 
distinctive urban vibe, while the rooms located 
in the authentic 18th century palazzo combine 
modern luxury with sumptuous handcrafted 
Venetian fittings and furnishings, offering a 
spectacular vantage point in Venice onto the 
Grand Canal. Features of the hotel include 

Settimo Cielo, a lounge and terrace that offers 
breathtaking views of Venice, the De Pisis 

gourmet restaurant facing the Grand Canal, 
a rooftop scenic Jacuzzi and a fully equipped 

fitness room.
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Bauer Palazzo
In the heart of Venice

Since first opening its doors in 1880, Bauer has set 
the standard for hospitality in Venice. 

The 191 suites & rooms luxury hotel quickly gained 
a reputation for gracious service, fine food  and 
elegant ambience.

Settimo Cielo
A one of a kind experience

On the 7th floor of BAUER, Settimo Cielo (Seventh 
Heaven) is the highest terrace in Venice. 

An exclusive location, it has a panoramic view onto 
the Grand Canal and the magic of Venice.

De Pisis
Elegant fine dining

An elegant, intimate and romantic atmosphere to 
delight your senses. 

A breathtaking view of the Grand Canal with the 
church of Santa Maria Della Salute in the background. 

Location

Venice
The magic behind the dreamlike city

Elegant, inimitable, exciting and romantic, precious: 
this is Venice, the gem on any tour of Italy.

Churches, palazzi, ancient bridges, monuments and 
piazzas confirm its artistic and cultural vitality.



Suites
The true Venetian Lifestyle 

A view of the most enchanting aspects 
of the city from a privileged location. 
Combining authentic Italian marble, 
precious fabrics and inlaid furniture our 
suites are a true expression of Venice.

56 suites and 135 rooms: Bauer Palazzo 
will meet the desires of every guest, by 
guaranteeing the best comfort and privacy.
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Authenticity and charm
The magnificent antique furnishings 
include Venetian flooring, mirrors 
and ornamental Murano glass 
chandeliers.
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Bar Canal
Cosmopolitan Sophistication

An oasis in the heart of a fascinating 
city. 

A breathtaking view of the Grand 
Canal with the church of Santa Maria 
della Salute in the background. 

An elegant and refined break with a 
stylish cocktail or a snack à la carte.

Settimo Cielo
The highest terrace in the city

Built in 1930, Settimo Cielo (Seventh 
Heaven) is still the highest terrace in 
Venice. The location, on the 7th floor 
of the building offers the chance to 
contemplate the city from a surprising 
and privileged vantage point. 

A one of a kind experience: if you don’t 
try, you won’t know.

BBar
And its unique atmosphere

A stylish lounge serving creative 
cocktails, premium wines and light 
snacks, BBar is a popular late-night live 
music destination during the winter 
season. 

The first choice of celebrities and 
socialites during Venice Film Festival 
and La Biennale di Venezia.

Elegance & Taste

De Pisis Restaurant
In a Venetian atmosphere

An elegant fine dining restaurant on 
the Grand Canal looking towards Santa 
Maria della Salute. 

A journey in the local contemporaneity, 
a merge of territory, tradition and open 
view to the world.

The Highest Terrace in Venice!
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Bauer
The most exclusive and       
authentic hotel in Venice. 

Bauer has become an emblem of luxury hospitality 
excellence. Today its guests, as members of a 
prestigious family, can enjoy exclusive privileges 
and access to the authentic Venetian lifestyle, 
taking a unique experience away with them. 



Unique Setting
For unforgettable moments

A city on islands with thousand of years 
of history and a unique city center to 
explore; historical traditions to discover, 
and heritage festivals that take place all 
year around.

Perfect Locations
For the highest expectations

The charm of Venice, combined with our 
sophisticated hotel and the exquisite 
cuisine of our chefs, will make any 
wedding, anniversary or celebration a 
true unforgettable experience.

Experienced Staff
For special celebrations

Our staff is prepared to guide and assist 
our guests in curating their event, paying 
attention to the smallest of details to 
create an unforgettable experience.

Your events at Bauer
Discover our meeting rooms and banqueting venues

With a maximum capacity of 160 people, the banquet and meeting halls at are the perfect locations for elegant meetings 
and business conferences in the Venetian lagoon. 

Our professional staff offer a first-class service as well as technical facilities and support and a gourmet menu.

Private Dining



Moisè

KEY FACTS & SET UP
40 Square meters

6,80 mt Length 
5,85 mt Width

18 people “U” Shape
24 people Boardroom
18 people Classroom 
30 people Theatre 
32 people Banquet 
25 people Buffet 
40 people Cocktail 

Ballroom

KEY FACTS & SET UP
151 Square meters

16,31 mt Length 
9,24 mt Width

45 people “U” Shape 
50 people Boardroom 
75 people Classroom 

120 people Theatre 
90 people Banquet 
75 people Buffet 

120 people Cocktail 

Cesetti Meeting Room

KEY FACTS & SET UP
144 Square meters

22,22 mt Length 
6,50 mt Width

50 people “U” Shape 
60 people Boardroom 
75 people Classroom 

110 people Theatre 
80 people Banquet 
70 people Buffet 

100 people Cocktail 

Perfect for your meetings



S. Marco 1459, Venezia, Italy
info@bauervenezia.it | +39 041 5207022 | bauervenezia.com


